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Saturday evenings at 8:30 WQXR bringsyou

the concerts of the Boston Symphony direct

from Boston. And every day^ early morning

to late at nighty VYUJiri broadcasts fine

music and the hourly news bulletins of The

New York Times. Treat yourself to wonderful

listening. Tune to WQXR, 1560 AM, 96.3 FM,

the radio station of The New York Times.
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SEVENTY-EIGHTH SEASON • NINETEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT - FIFTY-NINE

Seventy-third Season in New York

Second Evening Concert

WEDNESDAY, December lo, at 8:45 o*clock

Program

Handel Concerto for Oboe, in G minor

I. Grave

II. Allegro

III. Sarabande

IV. Allegro

Haieff Symphony No. 2t

I. Maestoso; Doppio movimento (Allegro)

II. Andante

III. Maestoso

(First performance in New York)

INTERMISSION

Schubert Symphony in C major. No. 7

I. Andante: Allegro ma non troppo

II. Andante con moto

III. Scherzo

IV. Finale

SOLOIST

RALPH GOMBERG

t International Music Fund Award

Music of these programs is available at the Music Library,

58th Street Branch, the New York Public Library.

BALDWIN PIANO RCA VICTOR RECORDS
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CONCERTO FOR OBOE AND STRING ORCHESTRA,
IN G MINOR

By George Frideric Handel
Born in Halle, February 23, 1685; died in London, April 14, 1759

Two concertos for solo oboe with strings and continuo (both in B-flat major) were
published in 1740 in the collection "Select Harmony," together with a Concerto
grosso for Oboes and Strings with continuo, in C. In the twenty-first volume of the
Chrysander (Handel-Gesellschaft) edition there appears with these the Oboe Con-
certo in G minor, with strings and continuo, attributed to 1703. (It had first been
published by Fritz Schuberth, in i860.)

This Concerto was performed at the Boston Symphony concerts February 17-18,
1888, when August Sautet was the soloist; December 3-4, 1909, when Georges Longy
was the soloist. On May 1, 1935, Fernand Gillet performed it in the Bach-Handel
Festival (the 250th commemoration of the birth of the two composers)

The music for this performance has been loaned by the Edwin A. Fleisher
Collection.

TF, as is believed, this Concerto was composed in 1703, it would be one
-^ of Handel's earliest works to survive and find publication. Only

six trio sonatas for two oboes and bassoon (composed in his tenth

year), a Laudate pueri, one of innumerable church services, and three

German Lieder precede it. The bulk of the manuscripts were evidently

considered as student efforts by the composer and not preserved.

Johann Mattheson wrote that Handel during his three years in Ham-
burg (1703-1706) composed "long airs and interminable cantatas,"

scholastic rather than melodious; and John Mainwaring, Handel's

early and not always reliable biographer (1760), stated that on leaving

for Italy, in 1706, he left two chests full of manuscripts.

Handel had studied for two years (until 1696) in Halle with Friedrich

Wilhelm Zachau, learning by his eleventh year to play the organ, the

harpsichord, the violin, the oboe, together with the principles of

composition. He was an ambitious as well as an industrious musician.

It was probably in Halle, either for an amateur oboist, or for his own
use, that he composed this concerto. It was in July, 1703, that he made
his way from Halle to Hamburg, drawn no doubt by its famous opera

company. His native town had no opera, and little music beyond that

performed at the Liebfrauenkirche and the Domkirche, and by a few

amateurs in private houses. The oboe was especially cultivated. When
the set of trio sonatas were found and brought to the composer in

London many years later, he is said to have remarked: "I used toi

write like the devil in those days, but chiefly for the hautbois, which

was my favorite instrument."

Handel at the age of eighteen, seeking his fortune in the commer-

cially enterprising, free city of Hamburg, then the first city of opera

in the German states, is described by Romain Rolland from the portrait

by Thornhill in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge: "A long face,
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calm, but a little coarse, large and serious eyes, large and straight nose,

ample forehead, vigorous mouth, and thick lips, cheeks and chin

already full, very straight head without wig, and covered with a biretta

after the manner of Wagner."

The more familiar figure of the later years of fame and intractable

authority is discernible in the young man as his musical ability, extraor-

dinary for his age, becomes known and gives him the right of inde-

pendent assertion. His first foothold was the position of second violin

(ripieno) in the orchestra of the opera house on the Gdnsemarkt (the

"Goose Market"). He soon became a close friend of Mattheson, the

principal tenor, then twenty-four, a versatile musician, who had already

written an opera. Die Pleyaden. He was a theorist too, and long con-

versations can be imagined between the two ardent young musicians.

(Later, when deafness put an end to Mattheson's performing career,

he became a writer on musical subjects.) Mattheson introduced Handel
in favorable places, and Handel gave his friend advice in counterpoint.

The two journeyed to Liibeck together the month after Handel's

arrival in Hamburg. Their purpose was to investigate the position of

organist at the Marienkirche held by the Danish Dietrich Buxtehude,

then aging and ailing. Mattheson insisted that Handel try for the

organist's position while he showed his talents as harpsichordist. The
prompt return of the two to Hamburg may be explained by the proviso

that went with the post. Buxtehude had married the daughter of his

predecessor, Tunder, and he insisted that his successor marry his own
daughter, Anna Margreta. This prospect evidently did not appeal to

Mattheson or Handel, nor did it appeal to Johann Sebastian Bach,

who made a two-hundred mile pilgrimage to Liibeck two years later,

drawn by the coveted position. Incidentally, the buxom Danish lass

was ten years older than Handel and Bach (those two being the same

age).

The friendship of Handel and Mattheson was broken off (though

'VVliy YOUX* grandfather turned up safe and sound,

-a* 4.** "^ back where he'd first seen that fascinat-
G'X*Anaza»t*ll.eP xCAXI ing engine. No spanking from his re-

JLiHTAy, TKcit I>a>y lieved mother. For 95 years, children

have been getting happily lost here.

He was five years old, and he had seen among the red engines and other fas-

a red engine here on a visit to Schwarz cinators we sell, at competitive prices.

with his mother. Suddenly she missed Come in and get lost, and love it.

him. After quite a boy-hunt, your Send for fr«« Catalogue BS

3 SCH\MARZ Fomous Toy Stor«

40 Newbury St., Boston 16, Mass., Telephom: Commonwealth 6-5iOI

New York • Ardmore, Pa.
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briefly) when their ambitions took the same channel — Mattheson's

second opera and Handel's first, Almira, were produced. Handel

composed Almira in 1704, when Reinhard Keiser, Hamburg's i£ not

Germany's principal operatic composer, who was a notoriously riotous

liver, began to compose that text but, supposedly bogged in dissipation,

could not carry it through. Handel's Almira was a success, in January,

1705. Mattheson's attempt was called Cleopatra, which was produced

on October 20, 1704. Handel led from the harpsichord while Matthe-

son sang the first tenor part of Antony, well tailored for his abilities.

At subsequent performances, Mattheson, having impressed the audience

with his death scene, appeared in the pit to displace Handel at the

harpsichord and take the last bows. This Handel suffered twice, but

on the third occasion he refused to leave his seat. A violent quarrel

resulted, visible to the entire house, and after the performance, accord-

ing to the most likely version of the tale, the two young men had it out

with swords in the marketplace before the theatre, while the audience

presumably beheld this second and free spectacle. The point of

Mattheson's blade broke on a metal button of Handel's coat, putting

an honorable end to the duel, and perhaps saving for posterity the

destined composer of The Messiah.

[copyrighted]

RALPH GOMBERG

Ralph Gomberg joined the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1949 as

Principal Oboe. He was born in Boston. At 14 he was accepted by

Marcel Tabuteau at the Curtis Institute of Music. At 17 he was

appointed by Stokowski as principal oboe in his Ail-American Youth

Orchestra. In the same capacity he served later with the Baltimore

Symphony, the New York City Symphony Orchestra, and with the

Mutual Broadcasting Orchestra.

Mr. Gomberg's brother, Harold, is the Principal Oboist of the

New Ygrk Philharmonic Orchestra, and was by coincidence playing

in a Concerto by Vivaldi at Carnegie Hall in the same week in which

Ralph played Handel's G minor Concerto with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra in Symphony Hall, Boston. It is an interesting circumstance

that Ralph's six brothers and sisters are with one exception musicians,

five having graduated from the Curtis Institute of Music in Phila-

delphia. His brother Robert is a violinist, Leo a trumpet player, his

sister Celia (whose husband is Ruby Newman; the dance band leader)

a violinist, Edith (whose husband is George Zazofsky, first violinist of

the Boston Symphony Orchestra) is a cellist.



SYMPHONY NO. 2

By Alexei Haieff

Born in Blagoveschensk, Siberia, August 25, 19 14

This Symphony had its first performance at the Boston Symphony concerts of

April 11-12, 1958.

The orchestration consists of 2 flutes and piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,

4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, snare drum, bass drum, harp, and strings.

This Symphony was recorded on tape at its first performance as a part of the

Recording Guarantee Project of the American International Music Fund, and was

subsequently chosen, together with Blackwood's Symphony, as one of the two fore-

most new works of the season. The two symphonies will consequently be recorded

commercially (on one disc) by the RCA Victor Company.

THE following information has been furnished by the composer:

"The Symphony is a transcription for orchestra of the Piano

Sonata I composed in 1955. Adaptation for orchestra of solo instru-

mental pieces had long been practiced by composers of the past. We
have innumerable examples from Bach and Handel, etc., up to Ravel,

who had beautifully 'transplanted' his most 'orchestrally' orchestral

pieces from the pieces he wrote originally for piano. This problem

interested me always, especially because when teaching orchestration

one asks one's student to do just that, and since finishing the 'pianistic'

The IVew England Conservatory
A COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Founded in i86y

James Aliferis, President

BACHELOR AND MASTER OF MUSIC
degrees may be earned in all fields, the

ARTIST'S DIPLOMA
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Performing organizations:

Chorus — l^ORNA Cooke deVaron, Conductor

Opera — Boris Goldovsky, Director

Orchestra — Richard Burgin, Conductor

Faculty includes Principals of BSO
Write to Dean Chester W. Williams for catalogue and

information regarding admission and scholarships,

290 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
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Sonata I was fascinated to re-do it as an 'organically symphonic* work
for orchestra. The winter of 1956-57 I spent in Rome and there I

plunged into this delicate operation. I tried to preserve the trans-

parency of the original writing by avoiding any unnecessary doublings

or introducing any new contrapuntal voices, and the discipline of

restriction was inspiring and very gratifying. The only structural

change in the whole piece is the final chord, which instead of being

on the first beat as in the Sonata, now, in the Symphony, comes on the

second.

"The Symphony opens with a Maestoso: a slow, fantasia-like intro-

duction, which is followed by a Doppio movimento allegro of a very

fugal character with all kinds of contrapuntal devices. What one may
call the development section employs the theme in inversion and
augmentation. The movement ends with the return to the introductory

Maestoso.

"The second movement is a free fantasia. Andante, the middle

section having a sudden turbulent, romantically climactic onrush of

triplets.

"The last movement begins with the motive of the Maestoso of the

first, and then introduces a new fugal theme in fast sixteenths, which

is elaborated in transformations of all kinds with interspersion of the

original motive."
• •

Alexei Haieff, a native of Siberia, was taken to Manchuria at the

age of six, and lived there studying music until his seventeenth year,

when he migrated to the United States. In New York, where he now
still lives, he studied with Constantin Shvedoff, continuing with a

scholarship for three years at the Juilliard Graduate School with Rubin

Goldmark and Frederick Jacobi. He also studied with Nadia Bou-

langer, first in Cambridge (Massachusetts) and later in France (1938-

39). He has received and benefited by several fellowships and awards,

including the Lili Boulanger Memorial Fund Award in 1942, a grant

from the American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1947, a Guggen-

heim Fellowship in 1946, and the American Prix de Rome in 1948.

Mr. HaiefiE's Divertimento was introduced at these concerts under

the direction of Richard Burgin on November 1, 1946. His Piano

Concerto had its first concert performance here on October 31, 1952,

when Leo Smit was the soloist. In addition to his Piano Concerto,

Divertimento and two symphonies, Mr. Haieff has composed a violin

concerto (1948) and the ballets. Princess Zoudilda and her Entourage

(1946), and a Ballet in E. He composed his First Symphony in 1942.

[OOPYBICHTID]
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ENTR'ACTE
CONVERSATION WITH BEECHAM

This interview was arranged by the magazine "High Fidelity" and published in

its issue of October, 1958. It is here reprinted by permission of the two participants.

Since the publication. Sir Robert Boothby has been elevated to the peerage, and is

now Lord Boothby, K.B.E,

The interview was first published under this heading:

''Wherein the world's wittiest musical peer chats with his old acquaintance,

Sir Robert Boothby, M.P., of men, music and many things."

QiR Robert Boothby: You have met in the course o£ your life. Sir

^ Thomas, a number of celebrated composers, and I should like to

begin by asking you about one whose paternal ancestors came from

my constituency in Aberdeenshire, namely Edvard Grieg. You knew
him, did you not?

Sir Thomas Beecham: Yes, I met him when I was a very young

man on a trip to Norway. I visited him at his house near Bergen and

his wife was there also. They were perfectly delightful. Grieg sat down
and played me a little piece which he had just written and his wife

sang two of his songs. I can say that no one has ever sung his songs half

so well. She had a small but beautiful voice and a complete under-

standing of mood and nuance — quite unlike certain sopranos who
bawl, scream, and shout this enchantingly delicate music. This, of

course, should be stopped, if necessary by Act of Parliament.

Sir Robert: Grieg reminds me of another Northern composer, Jan
Sibelius. Were you disappointed or surprised that Sibelius did not

produce more music before his death?

Sir Thomas: I was not surprised that he wrote no more symphonies.

I was a little disappointed that he did not continue his other vein, the

BOSTON . .

WELLESLEY . . .

and now in the

NORTHSHORE SHOPPING CENTER

W. W. WINSHIP
fJoe Loggoge oncf Leather Geecfs

Est. 1776
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symphonic poem, in which he had written such splendid examples as

En Saga and the last one of all, Tapiola. I thought he would have

gone further along that line, but he did not; he called a full stop to

his work, and it shortly became evident that he was not going to pub-

lish any more of consequence. I became resigned to the fact; but, of

course, there was the usual quota of gossips who are the major pest of

our age, holding out hopes that hidden away in Sibelius' house there

must be manuscripts and sketches. All bunkum, nonsense, and sheer

invention.

Sir Robert: Let's move on now to Delius. You, I suppose, are

responsible to a considerable extent for having made Delius the figure

that he is in music today. Can you tell us something about him?

Sir Thomas: Delius was a very unusual person, a very uncommon
type of man. He was a rebel, an independent, who described himself

as a conservative anarchist. This applied to his life as well as to his

art. His music, once he had found himself, was largely underivative.

He owed very little to predecessors. His ancestry was lost somewhere

in the mist of the past. Delius' period of inspiration lasted for about

ten to twelve years, say from 1901 to 1914, just as it did with Debussy.

He was, by the way, a first-rate controversialist and very easily wiped

the floor with almost everyone of his time. I have heard him converse

with Shaw and Belloc and others and he always held his own. Unlike

nearly all English controversialists, he had a deep sense of logic. Having

created the central point in any argument he hung on to it like grim

death and never let go. Other people could scratch around it, but he

would always return to the central point.

Sir Robert: What about Saint-Saens? You were acquainted with

him, I know. How do you rate him as a musician?

Sir Thomas: Saint-Saens was the most accomplished, all-round,

second-rate composer in the world. Although he never did anything

that was supremely outstanding, he wrote a large quantity of excellent

music and it is, all of it, a model of technical proficiency and style,

occasionally achieving charm as in the symphonic poem Le Rouet

d'Omphale. His highest accomplishment was his opera Samson and

Delilah, which contains three of the best-known songs in the French

language. He was a man of great ability, undoubtedly an ornament to

his country. But he had a very curious misanthropic disposition. I

don't know what the cause was; I think it was inherent. It was not

envy or a jealous nature, because he thought of everybody in the same

way, with the possible exception of his master, Franz Liszt, who was

his idol and in some respects his god.

Sir Robert: Was he a good executant himself at the piano?

[10]



Sir Thomas: He was a very good executant, indeed, very cotrect

and cultured.

Sir Robert: Did he admire the piano playing of others?

Sir Thomas: I never heard him express any opinion of others. I

don't think he ever went to hear them. Some he personally disliked

very much. A case in point was Rubinstein; for some reason or other

he could not stand the great Anton. Rubinstein once went to Paris to

give about twenty-five concerts at the Trocad^ro. He played half the

music in the piano repertoire and had an enormous success. Saint-

Saens went nowhere near the place. After it was all over, he happened

to meet Rubinstein in the street and said, "Anton, my dear Anton,

what are you doing in Paris, when did you arrive?" Could one be more

ruthless than that?

Sir Robert: I was struck in reading Puccini's life by its sadness,

something which we would never suspect from his sunny music. Have
you any comment to make? Did you come across him at all?

Sir Thomas: I knew Puccini very well indeed. He discussed a great

many of his operas with me. He talked about their interpretation at

great length and was consumed with profound dissatisfaction at the

way his works were sometimes given in Italy — notably by the younger

conductors, whom he didn't like at all. You have referred to the fact

that his works are sunny. I am not sure I would use that description.

I think they are generally rather tragic, and always reach their best

moments when they are tragic. Those are the moments which appeal

to everybody — to people of all classes and tastes. Puccini's music is

quite different from that of anybody else. He is the most effective of

all opera composers. If you were to ask nine operagoers out of ten in

any country in the world whose operas they like best, as I have done,

the answer would be Puccini — not Wagner or Mozart or Verdi, but

Puccini. I think it is because he speaks to us personally in a way we
understand. This is the opinion of waiters, hotel managers, taxi drivers,

bus conductors, anybody you like.

Sir Robert: And now to finish these reminiscences of composers

with whom you were associated, what about Richard Strauss?

Sir Thomas: Oh, Strauss. He was a very curious man. Like Delius,

he had nothing to say about his own music. Delius used to say, "You
play any way you like." Strauss didn't even say that; he said, "You
play it." When conducting his own music, he seemed to be quite

indifferent to the different points of the playing. He was conducting

my orchestra before the war in some piece or other and he went right

through it without a stop. The leader [i.e., concertmaster], I think it

was Albert Sammons at the time, said, "Is there anything you would



like to suggest to us?** He thought for a moment and said, "Yes, bar

number 336, up bowl"

Sir Robert: You mentioned Liszt just now. Sir Thomas, as the

master and teacher and god of Saint-Saens. Have you any story to tell

about him?

Sir Thomas: I know a great many stories about Liszt, of course.

The most interesting of all, I think, is illustrative of Liszt's enormous

capacity to read music at first sight. It was told by Hans Richter, who
as a young man had acted as secretary to Richard Wagner, when
Wagner was living just outside Lucerne. For some time there had

been a breach between Wagner and the gentleman who was now his

father-in-law, Franz Liszt, the father of Cosima, whom Wagner ran off

with. Liszt did not like it at all. However, Richter prevailed upon
Liszt to call on Wagner, arousing his interest by saying that Wagner
had completed a new opera which he (Richter) had just finished copy-

ing out. So Liszt went, and for a while the atmosphere was very

frigid. Then Richter produced an enormous score, saying, "This is

the new opera." Liszt looked at it. "Ah, comic opera," he said. "You

have been studying counterpoint, Richard. I'll see how much you

know about it." He went to the piano, played through the overture,

(Continued on page 2^)

SYMPHONY IN C MAJOR, NO. 7

By Franz Schubert

Born in Lichtenthal, Vienna, January 31, 1797; died in Vienna, November 19, 1828

This posthumous Symphony was composed in 1828. What was probably its first

performance was given at the Gewandhaus in Leipzig, March 21, 1839, Felix Men-
delssohn conducting. The first performance in America was by the Philharmonic
Society in New York, January 11, 1851. The first performance in Boston was on
October 6, 1852, with a small orchestra led by Mr. Suck.
The Symphony is scored for 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns,

2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani and strings.

IT was 119 years ago that this symphony was resurrected and per-

formed in Leipzig, at which time eleven years had passed since the

composition of the symphony and the death of its composer.

Schubert turned out six symphonies in his earlier composing years,

from the time that, as a pupil of sixteen at the Konvikt (the school

of the Imperial Choir at Vienna) he filled sheets with ready music

for the small school orchestra in which he was a violinist. In 1816

he wrote his Fourth ("Tragic") Symphony and his Fifth (without

trumpets and drums); in 1818, reaching his twenty-first year, he pro-

duced his Sixth in C major, still for a small orchestra. These three
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works, containing many of the beautiful pages characteristic of the

young Schubert, were yet modest in design, having been planned for

the immediate uses of the "Amateur Society," the outgrowth of a

friendly quartet which had long met as such in his father's house.

Having come of age, the young man turned his musical thoughts

away from symphonies, a form which he fulfilled only twice in the

remainder of his life.* In 1822 he wrote another, or at least two move-

ments of another. The "Unfinished'* Symphony may be said to be the

first which Schubert wrote entirely to the prompting of his free musi-

cal inclinations, and not to the constricted proportions of a group of

half-skilled friends who could with difficulty muster a trumpeter or a

set of kettledrums. Anselm Huttenbrenner, to whom he dispatched

the score for the Styrian Society at Gratz, casually laid the unplayed

symphony in a drawer and forgot it. This indifference did not visibly

disturb the composer, to whom the act of creation seems always to

have been infinitely more important than the possibilities (which

were usually meagre enough) of performance or recognition. Once

more, six years later, Schubert spread his symphonic wings, this time

with no other dictator than his soaring fancy. Difficulty, length,

orchestration, these were not ordered by the compass of any orchestra

he knew. Schubert in his more rarefied lyrical flights composed far

above the heads of the small circle of singers or players with whom
his music-making was identified. Consciously or unconsciously, he

wrote at those times for the larger world he never encountered in

his round of humble dealings and for coniing generations unnum-

bered. In this wise did the symphony in C major come into being —
the symphony which showed a new and significant impulse in a

talent long since of immortal stature; the symphony which it became

the privilege and triumph of Schumann to resurrect years later, and

make known to the world.

Expressions of opinion by Schubert on his works are here, as

elsewhere, scanty and unreliable. It is known that he presented the score

to the Philharmonic Society in Vienna. The parts were actually written

out and distributed, and the symphony tried in rehearsal. "The Sym-

phony was soon laid aside," so reports Schubert's early biographer,

Kreissle von Hellborn, who in 1861 first published his findings of

Schubert's life after consultation with those who knew and remem-

bered him. The score was found to be "too long and difficult, and

Schubert advised them to accept and perform in its stead his Sixth

Symphony (also in C) ." The tale has been doubted, but it is easy to

believe — not that the composer had any qualms about the essential

• He did make, in 1821, a complete outline of a sjnnphony in E minor-E major with the
notation and scoring only partly filled in. The symphony was performed in Vienna in the
season 1934-1935 by Felix Weingartner. A "Gastein" Symphony, vaguely referred to in

the correspondence, remains a legend, for no trace of it has been found. There are no grounds
for considering the Piano Duo in C major as a draft for this Symphony.

[13]



practicability of his score — but that he hastily withdrew his Pegasus

before its wings could be entirely clipped by the pedestrian Gesell-

schaft, A symphony in C major was performed by the Society a month
after Schubert's death (December 14, 1828) and repeated in March,

1829. Whether it was the great **C major" or the Sixth Symphony in

the same key is a point which will never be cleared up. In any case,

Schubert's last Symphony was unperformed in his lifetime and lay in

oblivion until ten years afterwards, when Schumann visited Vienna

and went through a pile of manuscripts then in possession of Franz's

brother, Ferdinand Schubert, fastened upon the C major symphony,

and sent a copied score with all dispatch to his friend Mendelssohn,

who was then the conductor at Leipzig. Mendelssohn was enthusiastic

— as enthusiastic perhaps as his nature permitted, although beside the

winged words of Schumann on the same subject his written opinion as

expressed to Moscheles sounds cool and measured: "We recently played

a remarkable and interesting symphony by Franz Schubert. It is, with-

out doubt, one of the best works which we have lately heard. Bright,

fascinating and original throughout, it stands quite at the head of his

instrumental works." The performance at the Gewandhaus (March

21, 1839) was a pronounced success and led to repetitions (there were

cuts for these performances) .* Mendelssohn urged the score upon the

secretary of the Philharmonic Society in London, and attempted to

put it on a program when he visited England. The players found

this straightforward music unreasonably difiicult and laughed at the

oft-repeated triplets in the finale; Mendelssohn forthwith withdrew

the score, which was not heard in England until many years later

(April 5, 1856); even then, it was finally achieved by performances

in two installments of two movements at each concert. It is said that

a similar derision from the players in Paris also met Habeneck's

efforts to introduce the symphony there. It may seem puzzling that

these famous triplets, to a later posterity the very stufiE of swift impul-

sion, a lifting rhythm of flight, could have been found ridiculous. But

a dull and lumbering performance might well turn the constantly

reiterated figure into something quite meaningless. The joke lay, not

in the measures themselves, but in the awkward scrapings of the

playery who were deriding them. The work, thus put aside in England

for some fifteen years, meanwhile found its first American performance

by the Philharmonic Society in New York (January 11, 1851),

Mr. Eisfeld conducting. It had been published a year previous.

* Yet a reviewer of the first performance wrote that the work lasted "five minutes less than

an hour." Eugene Goossens once wrote: "Its heavenly, but rather excessive lengrth has often

brought up the vexed question of 'cuts,' and even the purists admit that the work does not

suffer to a noticeable degree by judicious pruning of the slow movement and finale. I use the

word 'judicious,' for there are only two 'cuts' possible which do not in any way disturb

the shape or development of the movement in question. Preferably, however, let us have it

unmutilated —" (Chesterian, November, 1928).



The very fact that Schubert wrote this masterwork in his last year,

an eloquent sign, and not the only one, of a new subtilization and
unfolding of the still youthful composer, has been the subject of much
conjecture, wise, futile, or foolish, on the part of his biographers.

Some have foretold in the C major the heralding of what might have

become a mighty symphonist, another Beethoven (which composer

Schubert held in the deepest veneration). This despite the fact that

the mild and unassuming little Viennese music-maker showed no
inclination, then or at any time, to become a philosopher and spiritual

titan, an insurrectionary artist who might face the world at large with a

glance of arrogant independence. More than one writer has discerned

premonitions of death in the final symphony, and Sir George Grove,

disclaiming superstition, could not help remarking darkly that Schubert

signed a friendly letter of that year: "Yours till death." Any words

from Schubert about his music, written or spoken, are as always scantily

available. One remark Schubert is said to have made,* on handing the

manuscript of this symphony to the Musikverein — "that he hoped now
to hear nothing more about Lieder, and that henceforth he should

confine himself to Opera and Symphony."

He did write more songs; in fact probably his last application of pen

to paper was to correct the proofs of his '*Winterreise" series, wherein

a new current of melancholy, almost Tchaikovskian, is discernible. It is

none the less reasonable to assume that the symphony — that resplend-

ent sample of a newly widened instinct of orchestral beauty — would

have had its successors.

After the broad and serene introduction, the theme of which is first

intoned by the horns in unison, there comes the allegro, the main body

of the movement, in which the corrections first appear. "It is an

impressive (though not yet the most impressive) sign," writes Professor

Tovey, "of the white heat at which this huge work is written that the

whole first movement (if not more) was fully scored before Schubert

noticed that he really must put more meaning into the all-pervading

figure that constitutes the first two bars of his main theme. . . . The
alteration is neatly made with a pen-knife literally hundreds of times."

The theme in its original shape is an insipid reiteration of tonic and

dominant — as characterless as some of Beethoven's early sketches for

his finally pregant themes. Schubert, apparently, was achieving a new
power of discrimination, was outgrowing certain facile habits of spin-

ning a good idea too thin, habits no doubt engendered in the uncritical

glow of endless Biedermeierisch evenings and Schubertiaden in and

* Kreissle repeats this as a "weU-autb?nticated confession."
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about Vienna. But here there is a new mettle; one shoot of lyric flores-

cence begets another; instead of the spectre of redundancy, which would

be fatal in so long a work, there is the profuse fertility, the unexpected

twist to lift the discourse again and again to a new and rarefied plane.

"The second subject, reached, as usual in Schubert by a very simple

coup de theatre, starts in a minor key in which it is not going to settle.

This glorious theme veers round towards the normal key of the domi-

nant G major; whence, however, it wanders away into the most wonder-

ful of all Schubert's unorthodox digressions; a locus classicus for the

imaginative use of trombones in a pianissimo. This passage, which

derives from the introduction, and leads to a triumphant climax in G
major, is so masterly in design as well as in poetic power that it is

incomparably more like a new artform than a failure to execute an

old one. Many of Schubert's outwardly similar digressions are weak-

nesses, but every case must be taken on its individual merits; and noth-

ing will induce me to believe that Beethoven would have tolerated a

word against this passage in its present position if he had lived to see it.

"The Coda is in quicker tempo, and has the energy to make a splen-

did climax; a marked contrast to most of Schubert's codas, which are

apt to collapse with a frank gesture of exhaustion. Here the movement
ends with an apotheosis of the Introduction.

"The slow movement, in A minor, after establishing its indomitable

march-rhythm in a few wintry bars of introduction, sets out bravely

with a heart-breaking show of spirit in adversity. The burden of the

song goes, with Schubert's characteristic half-Italian pathos, into the

major mode. There is an energetic sequel, marching along in the same

rhythm and with the same brave figures.

"The Second Subject is a broad working out of a serene melody of

consolation, in F major. The return from this to A minor is famous as

one of the simplest and most romantic passages ever written for horns.

They toll like a bell haunted by a human soul; and when the First

Subject returns there is a new trumpet-part that enlivens and deepens

the pathos. The energetic continuation is worked up to a great climax

from which the reaction, after a dramatic pause, is intensely tragic: and

then the Second Subject enters in A major, with radiant new colours

and a Rowing accompaniment which continues even through the

returning passage (where clarinets now replace the horns). Then frag-

ments of the First Subject are built up into a mournful Coda; even the

burden of the song being now in the minor mode.

"The Scherzo yields to nothing in music as regards the perfection

and freedom of the treatment. Like the Scherzo of Beethoven's Ninth

Symphony, the main body of the movement is in miniature but highly

organised sonata-form. The variety of rhythm throughout is inex-

haustible. As for the Trio, it is a huge single melody (in 'binary* form
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with repeats, as usual) — one of the greatest and most exhilarating

melodies in the world.

"The truest lover of Schubert confesses that he would not wish the

Unfinished Symphony to have a typical Schubert finale. But Schubert

wrote two finales which are typical Schubert without being his typical

finales. These two are the finale of the string quintet and the finale of

this Symphony. Possibly we might add a third, also in C major: the

finale of the Grand Duo that ought to have been a symphony. And,

of course, there are other finales that have magnificent themes and

passages, notably in the three great string quartets. But these two

finales are such as nobody can accuse of being weaker than the rest of

the works. The finale of the C major Symphony is in fact an example

of grotesque power fully as sublime as the griffin which Ruskin

described so splendidly in the chapter on the Grotesque Ideal in

Volume III of 'Modern Painters.'

"The two themes of its First Subject set up a very energetic spin

which, like all Schubert's openings, promises well, but which does

not, to people who know their Schubert, offer any security that it will

maintain its energy in the tropical ease of its composer's mood after

he has got through the three other movements so triumphantly. And
indeed Schubert had a narrow escape here! If ever a powerful piece of

music had a backbone to it, that backbone is the sublimely grotesque

main theme of the Second Subject, arising so inevitably and so aston-

ishingly out of the four premonitory repeated notes of the horn, and

stretching itself ad infinitum while the violins madly turn somersaults

with a persistent figure. This was the passage which, when Mendelssohn

rehearsed it with the London Philharmonic, caused the players to giggle

and behave so badly that he had to withdraw the work; and even within

living memory it roused the pedagogue and blinded the humorist in

that great musician, Hans von Biilow. Well, it is to be hoped that we
know better now. But here is what happened in Schubert's autograph

— he had got as far as the four premonitory notes of the horns; and

then he dashed off into a schoolmasterly little fugue from which the

only possible reaction would have been a schoolboy's practical jokes.

By good luck almost unique in Schubert's short career, he lost interest

in this project before he had written nine bars of it — or perhaps the

real gigantic inspiration came before he developed interest in the

frivolity which he had started. Whatever the mental process was, it

cannot have taken three-quarters of a minute: the dingy little fugue-

subject was struck out before the answer had well begun; the danger

was past, and instead of a weak facility, we have the momentum of a

planet in its orbit."

[copyrighted]
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SEVENTY-EIGHTH SEASON • NINETEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT - FIFTY-NINE

Boston Symphony Orchestra

CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

The remaining concerts in the Wednesday evening series in

Carnegie Hall will be as follows:

January 14 ROBERT SHAW, Conductor

February 18 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

HENRYK SZERYNG, Violin

March 11 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

CHRISTIAN FERRAS, Violin

The remaining concerts in the Saturday afternoon series will be

as follows:

January 17 ROBERT SHAW, Conductor

February 21 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

EUGENE ISTOMIN, Piano

March 14 CHARLES MUNCH, Conductor

Tickets at the Carnegie Hall Box Office.

The concerts by this Orchestra in Symphony Hall, Boston, on

Saturday nights at 8:30 are broadcast complete by Station

WQXR, New York.

CARNEGIE HALL • NEW YORK
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SEVENTY-EIGHTH SEASON • NINETEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-EIGHT - FIFTY-NINE

Seventy-third Season in New York

Second Afternoon Concert

SATURDAY, December 13, at 2:30 o'clock

Program

Brahms Variations on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56a

A. TcHEREPNiN Symphony No. 4, in E, Op. 91

I. Moderate

II. Allegro

III. Andante con moto

(First performance in New York)

INTERMISSION

Schumann Symphony No. 2, in C major. Op. 61

I. Sostenuto assai; Allegro ma non troppo

II. Scherzo: Allegro vivace; Trio I; Trio II

III. Adagio espressivo

IV. Allegro molto vivace

Music of these programs is available at the Music Library,

58th Street Branch, the New York Public Library.

BALDWIN PIANO RCA VICTOR RECORDS
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VARIATIONS ON A THEME OF HAYDN, Op. 56a

By Johannes Brahms
Bom at Hamburg on May 7, 1833; died at Vienna on April 3, 1897

These variations, composed in the year 1873, were first performed at a concert of
the Philharmonic Orchestra in Vienna, Felix Dessoff conducting, November 2, 1873.
The first performance in Boston is on record as having been given by Theodore
Thomas' orchestra, January 31, 1874. The first performance by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra took place December 5, 1884.

The orchestration includes 2 flutes and piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons and
double-bassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, triangle and strings.

TN the year 1870, K. F. Pohl showed Brahms a Feldpartita in B-flat,

- published as Haydn's, one of six written for the mihtary band of

Prince Esterhazy, and scored for two oboes, two horns, three bassoons,

and the now obsolete band instrument, the serpent. Brahms was much
taken with the theme of the second movement, marked, "Chorale St.

Antonii," an old Austrian pilgrims' song. He copied it in his notebook

and three years later made it familiar to the world at large in his set

of variations.*

From the time that Schumann proclaimed Johannes Brahms in his

twenties as a new force in music, a torch-bearer of the symphonic tradi-

tion, friends and foes waited to see what sort of symphony this "musical
Messiah" would dare to submit as a successor to Beethoven's mighty
Ninth. The "Hamburg John the Baptist" realized what was expected
of him, and after his early piano concerto, which no audience accepted,

and his two unassuming serenades, he coolly took his time and let his

forces gather and mature for some twenty years before yielding to the

supreme test by submitting his First Symphony. This happened in

1877. Three years earlier, he tried out his powers of orchestration on
a form less formidable and exacting than the symphony — a form which
he had finely mastered in his extreme youth as composer for the piano
— the theme with variations. In this, the first purely orchestral attempt

of his maturity, Brahms, as usual when put on his mettle, took great

pains perfectly to realize his aim. His abilities as orchestral colorist,

so finely differentiated in each of the successive Variations on a Theme
of Haydn, could not but be apparent even to its first audiences.

At the first performance in Vienna, in November, 1873, the reception

was enthusiastic, and the critics only expressed their impatience that a

symphony was not yet forthcoming from the vaunted "Beethovener.*'

The variations were again played on December 10 in Munich, under
Hermann Levi. They became inevitably useful in Brahms' round of

concerts, and added appreciably to the reputation of the still hesitant

symphonist.
[copyrighted]

• The theme was more notable than Haydn's treatment of it, if the divertimento was actually

Haydn's. H, C. Robbins Landon claims that it was not in his article "The True and False

Haydn" in the Saturday Review of Literature (August 25, 1951). The six "Littauer Diverti-

menti" are in the Gymnasialbibliothek in the Saxon town of Littau. They come under suspicion

because the collection of manuscripts contains some copies not so indicated. "It has now been

established," writes Mr. Landon, "that the whole series is spurious and that not one note was
by Haydn. One of his students, perhaps Pleyel, was probably the real author." This would

challenge Brahms' title but not, of course, his choice of a good traditional tune.
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SYMPHONY NO. 4, m E, Op. 91

By Alexander Nikolaievich Tcherepnin

Bom in St. Petersburg, January 20, 1899

Alexander Tcherepnin composed his Fourth Symphony in 1957 for Charles Munch
and has dedicated it to him. It has been awarded the Glinka Prize* and is under
publication by Boosey and Hawkes, London.
The orchestration follows: piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, E-flat clarinet,

2 B-flat clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets,
3 trombones, tuba, harp, and strings. The only percussion instruments are the
timpani.

npHE following description of Alexander Tcherepnin's new symphony
"*- was made by his son. Serge Tcherepnin:

"The first movement of the Symphony (Moderato) is concise in form,

based on three groups of thematic material. The second movement
(Allegro) is in the sectional form of a valse. The third and last move-
ment (Andante con moto) is of liturgical character: Tcherepnin intro-

duces in it a theme "requiescat in pace** from a medieval Russian

church chant and uses it as a cantus firmus,^

"One can find in Tcherepnin's Fourth Symphony the specific aspects

of his musical speech: the use of the nine step scale (which, when taken

from E reads: E, F, G, G-sharp, A, B, C, C-sharp, D-sharp); the use

of the polyphonic proceeding which he terms 'Interpoint' (punctus

inter punctum); and the rhythmic intensity characteristic of his works.

There is also an aim for melodic expansion. And in the second move-

ment, serial chromatic patterns are used as bridges between the move-

ment's sections."

Alexander Tcherepnin's orchestral Magna Mater, Op. 41, was per-

formed at these concerts December 9, 1932. His Second Piano Concerto

had its first performance on December 29-30, 1950, with the composer

as soloist. The music of Nikolai Tcherepnin (1873-1945), his father,

has been performed by the Boston Symphony Orchestra on several

occasions.t The elder Tcherepnin, a pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov, was

closely associated with the Ballet Russe of Diaghileff for which he wrote

or arranged a number of scores, of which Le Pavilion d'Armide is the

best known. He has composed operas and completed Moussorgsky's

The Fair at Sorochintzy.

Alexander Tcherepnin studied with his father at the Petrograd

* The Glinka Prize, established by the Russian Maecenas M. P. Belaieff, has been awarded to
Rimsky-Korsakoff, Liadov, Scriabin, and Nikolai Tcherepnin. After 1919, when the Belaieff.

Foundation emigrated to Paris, the Glinka Prize was awarded to A. Glazounov, to N. Medtner,
and now to Alexander Tcherepnin.

t Piano Concerto, October 27, 1922 (soloist: Moiseiwitsch) ; Three Pieces for Orchestra,
October 13, 1933; Tati tati. Paraphrase on a Child's Theme, April 11, 1934 (Special con-
cert: soloist, Godoy) ; Miniatures for Orchestra, November 27, 1931, and, at the same concert.

Prelude in Memory of Rimsky-Korsakov, and The Enchanted Kingdom^ Symphonic poem.
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Conservatory, and with Liadov, Sokolov and Thomas Hartmann; piano

with Anna Essipova. He spent three years in Tiflis. In 1921, he made
Paris his home, where he studied composition with Paul Vidal and
Andr^ Gedalge and piano with Isidor Philipp. For years he has been

active as a pianist, performing his three concertos for that instrument

as well as other works of his own. (The First Concerto was composed

in 1919 in Tiflis, Georgia, the Second in 1923 in Paris, the Third in

1932 in this country.) He toured Europe and the Orient, making his

first appearance in New York in 1926. During the years of the last

World War he lived in Paris, but returned to this country after the

liberation. In 1948 he joined the faculty of the San Francisco Music

and Art Institute. At present he teaches at the De Paul University

School of Music in Chicago. Mr. Tcherepnin's works are numerous

and include two operas, "Ol-Ol" and The Wedding of Sobeide; a

number of ballets of which the earliest was Ajanta's Frescoes, danced

by Anna Pavlowa, and the latest. La Femme et son Ombre; a Suite

Georgienne for piano and strings, a Fantaisie for piano and orchestra,

and a Concertino for piano, violin, cello and strings; the four sym-

phonies, a Divertimento, Op. 90, for the Chicago Orchestra (it was

scheduled for performance in Paris on November 27 of last week),

and numerous works for chamber combinations and for piano.

[copyrighted]

(Continued from page 12)

looked around and then continued to play the entire score of Die

Meistersinger right through from sight. Extraordinary! Grieg told me
that he took his piano concerto to Liszt. Liszt had never seen it before,

but he played it through just like that, talking all the time. He played

it very quick, but he played it — anxious to get it over, I suppose.

Probably nobody ever played the piano like Liszt. Somebody asked

him how he learned to play so wonderfully. "I did it," he said, "by

listening night after night to the greatest singers of the day." Now the

singers have to listen to instrumentalists to learn legato. Times have

changed.

Sir Robert: As you refer to singers, would you say that while the

standard is very high now, we have not any tenor, for example, to

equal Caruso, or anyone to equal De Reszke, or De Lucia? They are

only legends to me.

Sir Thomas: No, there is not a voice to approach Caruso's. It was

unique. The singers of today have a certain standard accomplishment.

I say standard because it is just that. For instance, in the United States
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there are quite a number of accomplished sopranos. They all sing well,

but you can't tell one from the other. The main feature about the

great singers of my youth was the remarkably individual character of

them all; each one was like no one else. Nobody had a baritone voice

like Maurel's, nobody had a bass voice like Plan^on's, nor was there a

mezzo-soprano like Calv^. Caruso was the same and so was Chaliapin.

The average bass of today is as different from Chaliapin as is Euston

Station from Westminster Abbey.

Sir Robert: You mentioned in connection with Saint-Saens that he

wrote a lot of extremely good second-rate music which has much charm.

But the great music of the world, I suppose, would be the music which

has magic. How much of that would you say there has been?

Sir Thomas: Very little. I was once asked for a definition of great

music and I had to give it on the spot. I said, "Great music is that

which penetrates the ear with facility and quits the memory with

difficulty." Magical music never leaves the memory. That is why cer-

tain works appeal to me, and I never alter my view about them. I have

in mind certain things of Handel and Mozart, the Schubert Unfinished

and his great quintet.

Sir Robert: Anything of Wagner?

Sir Thomas: I think so, yes, I think so. I believe that the end of

the Walkure is a great stroke.

Sir Robert: Tristan?

Sir Thomas: Oh, yes, definitely, magic itself — particularly the mid-

dle of the last act when Tristan sees the ship approaching. Not the

second act or the first act. The second act, especially, contains a lot of

ordinary nineteenth-century romantic music, some of which is pure

Liszt.

Sir Robert: Have you come to appreciate certain composers or

works you once disliked, or come to be bored with music you once liked?

Sir Thomas: No, no change.

Sir Robert: In other words, the Beecham of 1958 is much the same
as the Beecham of 1908.

Sir Thomas: Just the same.

Sir Robert: When you are conducting, you always look as though

you are enjoying yourself. Are you?

Sir Thomas: I am. Of course it depends if I am alone or not. When
I have an assisting artist — a violinist or pianist — I may have to qualify

that generous statement.

Sir Robert: Since you started your musical career, first gramophone
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records, then radio, then talking fihns, and now television have all

arisen to play an important part in all our lives. In your opinion, have

these developments been, on the whole, a good or bad thing so far as

music is concerned?

Sir Thomas: It's a very large question. Do you mean to say, have

they arisen to play a vital part in my life or everybody's life?

Sir Robert: Everybody's life. Has it made people, peoples in the

plural, more musical on the whole, more appreciative?

Sir Thomas: Well, certainly records have. And I think radio has

helped. Now, about films, I don't see the association with music at all.

I mean, when I go to see a film and they start playing the music, my
ears are deafened and my head goes round and I have to run out of

the building.

Sir Robert: Does that apply to the Tales of Hoffmann which you

made?

Sir Thomas: There are honorable exceptions to the rule! As for

television, the only thing I can say is that all the music I have ever seen

on television looks grotesque, quite grotesque. You have pictures, you

know, of a gentleman playing the horn and then emptying the liquid

out of it onto the floor, which of course may be instructive to some

people. And then you have somebody sawing away on a bass. Can
you think of anything less picturesque than a huge stringed instrument,

called bull fiddle in this country for some strange reason or other,

being sawed away on like this? Or a singer coming right forward,

opening a very large mouth? You see right down the larynx, almost

into the tummy, the eyes go this way, the nose goes that way, and the

mouth is twisted round; wretched singer, you know, attempting high

notes generally outside his or her compass. The whole thing is revolt-

ing. That's television so far as music's concerned.

Sir Robert: If you had to master the craft of making music again,

would you set about it differently, or do just about what you have done?

Sir Thomas: I wouldn't do it very differently, but I would arrive at

a measure of competence more speedily. I have been slow to realize

the potentialities of sound. In fact, I have been very much helped in

that by the invention of the gramophone, through listening to records,

frequently records of other musicians. It's been of great use to me,

knowing what to avoid.

Sir Robert: Are there any particular musical compositions which
you are sometimes obliged to play and positively loathe, and can you
give a good performance of them if you have to do it?

Sir Thomas: I've played very little music that I've positively loathed,
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perhaps none at all. I have played a vast quantity of music in which

I could discern very little sign of originality or enduring quality, but

I have played it because of some interest it has had for me as a student

of music generally, as a conductor of an orchestra. I should say half

the music I have ever played has not impressed me much, and I've

been profoundly conscious at the time that it was doubtful if the music

would live ten years. Those fears — or, let us say, in many cases hopes

— have been fully realized.

Sir Robert: Of all the great composers, which one would you have

most liked to have met and talked to?

Sir Thomas: Oh, oh, it's very difficult to think of anyone, because

I think that as a class the great composers have been of unattractive

demeanor, they've had repellent manners, their information on matters

other than music has been exceedingly limited, almost childish, and

some have been almost dumb. I have never had an urge to meet com-

posers, you know, though I have been brought into touch with a great

many. The most charming of them all was Massenet undoubtedly. He
was a man of excellent manners, very pleasing and sometimes delight-

fully amusing, and he was without envy, or spite, or malice. Debussy

rarely spoke. Ravel was very lively, with curious musical predilections,

but still very pleasant. Delius eventually could listen to no music at all

except his own.

Sir Robert: But was good company ...

Sir Thomas: He was, until he became tiresome on the subject of

religion and Christianity. He considered it a part of his duty on earth

to convert everyone to a deeply anti-Christian point of view, esj>ecially

young people, acting on the Jesuitical principle that if you catch them

young you can do what you like with them.

Sir Robert: Talking of which, do you prefer, when you are con-

ducting an opera or accompanying a soloist, to work with somebody

who has a pretty strong character of his own, or with somebody on

whom you can impose your will?

Sir Thomas: Ah, that depends, entirely. Generally I'd rather have

somebody with a very strong character. I remember something that

Maurel once said to me about knaves and fools. He said, "I'd prefer

a clever knave to a silly fool, because a clever knave you can do some-

thing with, but you can't do anything with a damn fool."

Sir Robert: Do you find any significant differences in musical taste

between audiences in England and the United States?

Sir Thomas: No, no differences at all. I won't say anything as to

the nature of the taste. Of course, there is more music given in England
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than in the United States. For instance, there are six or seven orchestras

in London alone and really only one in New York. Therefore, the

orchestral repertoire there is more limited; and I have found that when

you go very far outside the standard repertoire, the American public

is inclined to resent it, which was the case in England thirty and forty

years ago. But fundamentally there's not much difference. In America

at the moment there's a very healthy renascence of interest in choral

singing. When I first went there, I couldn't get a choir anywhere, for

love or money. Now every university has a very fine choir. There are

choirs all over the place. That's something, because it means that the

amateur is taking part.

Sir Robert: Would you say that as far as symphony orchestras are

concerned, England probably leads the world today in having three

or four of the best in the world?

Sir Thomas: Well, I may have my own views about the Royal

Philharmonic Orchestra, but I don't propose to inflict them on the

American public, before whom I am going to conduct next year. At

the same time, I want to emphasize this, that everybody should stop

talking nonsense about the best orchestra, or the best orchestras, in the

world. You see, there are asses in England who say, ''We have the

best orchestras." The Germans claim the same. There is no such

thing as the best orchestra in the world today.

Sir Robert: They are just good, bad, or indifferent?

Sir Thomas: There are a very considerable number, more than

formerly, of first-rate orchestras, and each one of those has its especial

quality. For instance, the French Orchestre National has special

qualities; there is certain music that it plays better than any other in

the world, and you can't take that away from it. The strings of the

Philadelphia Orchestra have a certain quality, a vigor, which is very

remarkable. Every good orchestra has its points, its unique qualities,

its style, its character. You cannot say, "This is the best orchestra in

the world." Any man who does so is ill informed.

Sir Robert: But carrying the argument just one point further, would
you say that certain orchestras play certain composers, national com-
posers, better? For example, would you say that an English orchestra

can play Elgar and Delius better than a French or German orchestra?

Sir Thomas: Oh, certainly, there's no question about it.

Sir Robert: Well, how do you explain the afiinity of national

orchestras to their composers? Is it a matter of their make-up, or is it

a matter of training?

Sir Thomas: It's a matter of tradition. Now we've just had the
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Leipzig Orchestra here, and an orchestra like this, which has played

under Mendelssohn, Schumann, Nikisch, Bruno Walter, and so on,

performs almost exclusively the music of Germany and Austria. It

should play it well and have an insight into it. Whether it plays it any

better than the orchestras of England or the United States, 1 won't say.

French orchestras have distinctly a style of their own, far more indi-

vidual than any others in the world; when they play certain music —
in a few pieces by Debussy and Ravel, some things of Bizet — they

cannot be surpassed. The merit of English orchestras is that they have

not so much a definite character as a wide capacity; they are more
interested in more kinds of music, they've greater curiosity. A German
orchestra has very little interest in any music but that of Germany or

Austria. A French orchestra, very little interest in music other than

that of France. We English are more eclectic, for good or ill, than any

other nation.

Sir Robert: How do you account for the fact that the symphonies

of Sibelius are appreciated here and in America so much more than

they are on the continent of Europe?

Sir Thomas: The feeling in France and the Latin countries is

anti-Northern. They want excitement, they want merriment, they want

warmth, they want sunshine, they want quick response, you know, to

quick emotion. You don't get that in Sibelius. What you get in

Sibelius for the greater part of the time is an extreme reticence and a

slow delivery, and that of course is very popular in England, it is our

tradition. We get it. Sir Robert, possibly from the Government.

SYMPHONY IN C MAJOR, No. 2, Op. 61

By Robert Schumann

Bom at Zwickau, on June 8, 1810; died at Endenich, July 29, 1856

Thii symphony wa» begun in the latter part of 1845 and completed in 1846.

Numbered second in order of publication, it was actually the third of Schumann's
symphonies, for he composed his First Symphony, in B-flat, and the D minor Sym-
phony, later revised and published as the Fourth, in 1841. The Symphony in C major
was first performed under the direction of Mendelssohn at the Gewandhaus Concerts

in Leipzig, November 5, 1846.

The orchestration consists of 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns,

2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani and strings.

THE C major Symphony seems to have been the product of Schu-

mann's emergence from a critical condition verging on nervous

collapse. It was composed at Dresden, where the Schumanns, married

four years, had taken up their abode at the end of 1844, having left

Leipzig. Clara had hoped for an improvement in her husband's con-

dition by a change in environment.
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In Leipzig he had been forced to give up his activities one by one, in-

cluding his editorship of the "Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik" Morbid,

lurking terrors preyed upon him — fear of insanity, of death, and also of

trivial things. According to his Doctor (Helbig) , "so soon as he busied

himself with intellectual matters he was seized with fits of trembling,

fatigue, coldness of the feet, and a state of mental distress culminating

in a strange terror of death, which manifested itself in the fear inspired

in him by heights, by rooms on an upper story, by all metal instru-

ments, even keys, and by medicines, and the fear of being poisoned."

His sole refuge was his art; but there came the point when even his

musical thoughts in the seclusion of his own study were insupportable.

He made this pitiable confession about a period of similar difficulty

two years later: "I lost every melody as soon as I conceived it; my
mental ear was overstrained." The music to Goethe's "Faust," which

he was working upon at this time, he had to put definitely aside.

And he wrote to Dr. Eduard Kriiger (in October): "I have not been

able to bear the hearing of music for some time past; it cuts into my
nerves like knives." But these distressing moments were intermittent.

Schumann, recovering his health, could muster his creative forces,

produce voluminously and in his finest vein.

It was with timidity and at first for short periods that Schumann
resumed his music in the year 1845 — the first year in Dresden. In the

winter there was the blank of inaction, and the composer continued

despondent. "I still suffer a great deal," he wrote to Kriiger, "and my
courage often fails me entirely. I am not allowed to work, only to

rest and take walks, and often I have not strength enough for it.

Sweet spring, perhaps thou wilt restore mel"

To Verhulst he wrote on May 28: "The time during which you

heard nothing from me was a bad one for me. I was often very ill.

Dark demons dominated me. Now I am rather better and getting to

work again, which for months I have been unable to do."

The composer took restorative drafts of that prime spiritual tonic —
Sebastian Bach, and turned his own hand to counterpoint. The faith-

ful Clara was as always at his side, and recorded in her diary her

delight when, although she herself could not produce anything better

than a barely acceptable fugue, "he himself has been seized by a

regular passion for fugues, and beautiful themes pour from him while

I have not yet been able to find one."

The mental exercise was diverting rather than nerve-straining. It

led him quietly and gradually into his saving world of musical creation.

Robert, still busy with his fugues, began to regain his old confidence,

and wrote to Mendelssohn in July: "I am very much behind, and have

little to show you. But I have an inward confidence that I have not

been quite standing still in music, and sometimes a rosy glow seems



to foretell the return of my old strength, and a fresh hold upon my
art." A letter of July gives more definite promise: "Drums and trum-

pets have been sounding in my head for several days (trumpets in C).

I do not know what will come of it."

What came of it was the Symphony in C, which took such strong

hold on him that it encroached upon another joyful task — the

filling out of the concert allegro of 1840 into a full-sized piano con-

certo, by the addition of two movements.

The first three movements of the C major symphony came into being

through days and nights of work in the latter part of December. "My
husband," wrote Clara to Mendelssohn on December 27, "has been

very busy lately, and at Christmas he delighted and surprised me with

the sketch of a new symphony; at present he is music pure and simple,

so that there is nothing to be done with him ~ but I like him like that!"

Clara would rejoice as delight in his growing score would possess

his thoughts and exclude darker fantasies: "What a joyful sensation

it must be," she wrote, "when an abundant imagination like his bears

one to higher and higher spheres. ... I am often quite carried away

with astonishment at my Robert! Whence does he get all his fire,

his imagination, his freshness, his originality? One asks that again

and again, and one cannot but say that he is one of the elect, to be

gifted with such creative power." When Schumann wrote to Fischof

of this symphony that it "appears more or less clad in armor," his

thoughts were still borne down by the associations that surrounded

it. The music, by turn gently grave and openly joyous, is a life affirma-

tion in every part. It exorcises dark fears, the blankness of impotence

and depression. It becomes a triumphant assertion of the spirit re-

stored to confident power. Wagner spoke not only for himself when
he wrote: "We should make a grave mistake, if we thought the artist

could ever conceive save in a state of profound cheerfulness of soul."

With all artists, and with Schumann in exceptional degree, the act oi

creation was fortification for "cheerfulness of soul." "We musicians

as you are aware," he wrote to Hiller, "often dwell on sunny heights,

and when the ugliness of life oppresses us, it is the more painful. . . .

Outward storms have driven me into myself, and only in my work have

I found compensation."

The dreadful fact which Clara, rejoicing in the C major Symphony,

was unwilling to admit was that the shaping music, Robert's apparent

road to salvation, was also the road to new and threatening exhaustion.

As he consummated the adagio, which holds the most impassioned and

deeply wrought pages in his symphonies, he was forced to put his

sheets away in a trembling misery of acute sensitivity. At last, after

more enforced postponements, the Symphony was completed in Octo-

ber, and duly performed at Leipzig, on November 5, by Mendelssohn.
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Clara did not perceive the beauty of her husband's latest symphony

in its full force until a performance at Zwickau in the July following,

when she wrote: "It warms and inspires me to an especial degree, for

it has a bold sweep, a depth of passion such as are to be found nowhere

in Robert's other musici"

• •

Donald Francis Tovey, in describing the Symphony in the pro-

grams of the Reid Symphony Orchestra at the University of Edin-

burgh,* did not speak of any dark or ominous quality in the music.

On the other hand, he writes, "His invention is at a very high power;
and in spite .of the notorious disconnectedness of the Finale, the

total impression of the work is majestic and powerful. To many
Schumann-lovers the slow movement is their favorite piece in all

Schumann's orchestral music." Professor Tovey does not specifically

number himself among these "Schumann-lovers," but he further

writes: "The slow movement is a compact lyric in a square sonata-form

without development. It is a part of the symphony that leaves no
doubt of its beauty and richness; and its perfection of form produces
the impression of a very much larger movement than it actually is.

It is, in fact, the kind of intermezzo that remains almost peculiar to

Schumann in sonata-music; and its great exemplar is the cavatina in

Beethoven's Quartet, Op. 130. If we wished to make a strict form of

it we should lay down that it had no contrasting episodes or returns,

but this is not necessary so long as the flow is so continuous that the

mind takes no account of breaks, but accepts every joint as a con-

tinuous feature of lyric melody. Schumann achieved this type of move-
ment in his Third and Fourth Symphonies, and also in his G minor
and F-sharp minor Pianoforte Sonatas. In both these cases the slow
movements were transcriptions of songs. Other charming specimens are

to be found in the slow movements of the Violoncello Concerto and
the Concerto for Four Horns. The most impressive examples in later

music are the slow movements of Brahms's D minor Violin Sonata
Op. 108, and G major String Quintet."
The Finale Tovey considers as in the mood "of a convalescent

being taken for a comfortable drive and not expected to exert his

memory." He moves along confidently and convincingly, yet going
"far afield" with "little sense of direction." The close of the Sym-
phony, like many other parts of it, "violates every canon of classical

criticism by being quite satisfactory."

The following analysis of the symphony (here much abridged) was
made by Sir George Grove:

I. "Like the three which precede it, the symphony opens with an
introduction, but of a more lofty and serious character than that of
any of the others, even of the D minor, which in some other respects
it resembles. But in the work before us Schumann, desiring to produce
a complete and organic whole, has made the opening sostenuto assai

an introduction not to the first allegro only, but to the whole sym-
phony. The call of the brass instruments, which forms the first and
most enduring phrase in the opening, is heard in the same instruments

* Prof. Torey'i notes on this symphony are not published in the Essayt in Musical AneUyai*.
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at the climax of the allegro, again near the close of the Scherzo, and
lastly in the wind-up of the Finale, and thus acts the part of a motto
or refrain. Other phrases of the introduction are heard, as we shall

see, in the other movements, and the theme of the adagio recurs in
the Finale, and thus a mechanical unity is obtained throughout the
work. . . . Towards the close of the introduction, the pace quickens
until the Allegro non troppo is reached. The rhythm of this bold and
marked subject leads to the second subject proper in the orthodox
key of G, with which the first part of the movement terminates. Schu-
mann revenges himself for the remarkable conciseness of the first por-

tion by more than usual elaboration in the working out. The return
to the first subject in C major — after a long pedal on G, with very
original effect of wind instruments — is truly splendid. The coda in-

creases in speed, contains much new material, and forms a worthy
finish to a movement of immense vigor, originality, and effect.

**II. The Scherzo manifests, though in totally different form, the

same kind of mood as the first movement. Through all those rapid
and glancing phrases, and that incessant feverish motion, we trace the

same indomitable resolution which we recognized in the preceding
allegro — of gaiety in the true sense of the word — of the gaiety of

Beethoven and Mendelssohn, Schumann had none — but passion and
devotion, refinement, and all the deeper qualities of the mind and
heart he possessed in rare abundance, with an elevation which is

always noble. This scherzo is probably as near being gay as anything

he ever wrote. It begins on a discord of the diminished seventh, and
throughout the whole movement those daring, agile arpeggios run
their restless course. There are two trios to the Scherzo — well con-

trasted, both with the scherzo, and with each other. The first is a rest-

less melody in triplets — the second is on a theme of calmer beauty,

given out by the strings in four part harmony. Near the close of the

movement, the 'motto' reappears fortissimo in the trumpet and horns.

•*lii. The slow movement — adagio espressivo in C minor — is a

welcome relief to the somewhat obstinate energy and resolution of the

preceding movements. Not that the energy is gone, but it is turned in

another direction, and appears in the shape of tenderness, passion and

devotion. It opens in the strings alone. The effect of this tender and
passionate love-song when it is breathed by the clarinet, or when it is

divided between the clarinet and the oboe, is most fascinating — pure,

noble, intensely religious. After a few bars of interlude, a second

melody is begun in the strings, with accompaniment (quite a la Schu-

bert) in the trumpet and horns. Then the original love song is re-

peated; and at length rises into a climax of passion.

"IV. After this interval of tenderness, Schumann returns for the

Finale to the same mood of obstinate energy which inspired him in

the Allegro, [After an opening scale passage] the first subject starts

defiantly. The second subject is partly a reminiscence of the theme of

the Adagio, given out by the violas and 'cellos, with the clarinets and

bassoons in unison. In the working out, there is much modulation,

accomplished by scale passages in the strings — leading to a splendid

climax, during which the original 'Motto' in the horns and trumpets

is once more heard. So far with determination and force; and now
comes the Hvmn of Thanksgiving^ for Victory."

[copyrighted]
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RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTS BY
THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

The following stations are broadcasting Boston Symphony
concerts on a live, sustaining basis, as of the present date:

Friday Afternoon Series

WGBH-FM Cambridge

WEDK-FM Springfield

Saturday Evening Series

WGBH-FM Cambridge

WEDK-FM Springfield

WCRB-AM-FM Waltham
WQXR-AM-FM New York
and theWQXR Network consisting of:

WRRL-FM Wethersfield, N. Y.

WRRE-FM Bristol Center, N. Y.

WRRA-FM Ithaca, N. Y.

WRRD-FM DeRuyter, N. Y.

WRRC-FM Cherry Valley, N. Y.

WHLD-FM Niagara Falls, N. Y.

WHDL-FM Clean, N. Y.

WFLY-FM Troy, N. Y.

WRUN-FM Utica, N. Y.

WKOP-FM Binghamton, N. Y.

WJTN-FM Jamestown, N. Y.

Sunday Afternoon Series

WXHR-FM Cambridge

Tuesday Cambridge Series

(including MJ,T, concert at Kresge Auditorium)

WGBH-FM-TV Cambridge

WEDK-FM Springfield

In addition to these live, sustaining broadcasts, the Boston

Symphony Transcription Trust is making transcriptions

for delayed commercial broadcast. Concerts of the recent

Berkshire Festival will be broadcast until December 1, then

followed by the Friday and Saturday programs of the present

season, and in May and June, Pops programs of the 1959

season. It is expected that the Educational Television Radio
Center will take Television films ("kinescopes") of several

of the Cambridge concerts.
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